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5

Abstract6

Searching is one of the commonly used task on the Internet. Search engines are the basic tool7

of the internet, from which related information can be collected according to the specified8

query or keyword given by the user, and are extremely popular for recurrently used sites.9

With the remarkable development of the World Wide Web (WWW), the information search10

has grown to be a major business segment of a global, competitive and money-making market.11

A perfect search engine is the one which should travel through all the web pages inthe WWW12

and should list the related information based on the given user keyword. In spite of the recent13

developments on web search technologies, there are still many conditions in which search14

engine users obtains the non-relevant search results from the search engines. A personalized15

Web search has various levels of efficiency for different users, queries, and search contexts.16

Even though personalized search has been a major research area for many years and many17

personalization approaches have been examined, it is still uncertain whether personalization is18

always significant on different queries for diverse users and under different search contexts.19

This paper focusses on the survey of many efficient personalized Web search approaches which20

were proposed by many authors.21

22

Index terms— Personalized Web Search, Ontology-based Multi-Facet (OMF), Personal Agent for Web Search23
(PAWS).24

1 INTRODUCTION25

earch engines present a well -organized way to search the relevant information from the Web. However, the search26
results acquired might not always be helpful to the user, as search engine fail to recognize the user intention behind27
the query. A particular word could mean many things in dissimilar contexts and the anticipated context can be28
determined by the user alone. For illustration, specified a search keyword ”apple”, a user might be searching for29
fruit apple or for apple computers. A typical search engine provides similar set of results without considering of30
who submitted the query. Therefore, the requirement arises to have personalized web search [1] system which31
gives outputs appropriate to the user as highly ranked pages.32

With the growth of Internet, people are becoming more and more dependant on the Web search engines for33
their various information needs. In spite of the extensive use, there are still several challenges for search engine.34
Particularly, when queries are entered to a search engine, similar results are returned to different users. To35
avoid this difficulty, personalized Web search [1,16] has been developed. In personalized search, how to efficiently36
acquire user’s real-time information requirement is a key issue. User’s query inputted to the search engine is the37
most important source of evaluating information need. However, the query has the characteristics of shortness,38
ambiguousness and incompleteness which control the clear expression of user’s information requirements and39
thus influences the qualification for personalized search. Consequently, it is far from sufficient to achieve user’s40
requirement only from the query.41

The most common problem of most Web search systems is that they do not think about the differences among42
individual user needs. The result of the search process relies exclusively upon the query. The underlying search43
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engine presents the same search results for different users when they submit the same query, not considering44
about their different information needs and preferences. Some information systems planned to understand such45
adaptive systems have been developed that personalize information or present more appropriate information46
for users. Three categories of Web search systems present such information: (a) systems that make use of47
relevance feedback, (b) systems in which users register their interest or demographic information, and (c) systems48
that suggest information according to users’ ratings. In these systems, users are required to register personal49
information for instance, their interests, age, and so on, or users are required to give feedback on relevant or50
irrelevant results, ratings on a scale basis from 1 (very bad) to 5 (very good). This is time consuming and hence51
users desire to use some other easier methods.52

To avoid these difficulties, some new approaches have to be proposed to reduce the difficulties of users. In most53
of these systems and techniques, however, only users’ static information, like interest, information [17] , such as54
feedback , browsing, etc., are utilized to carry out personalized web search, ? ? demographic information, etc.,55
and their web activities and the situation/circumstance of users are not taken into account. On the other hand,56
the user’s information needs completely depend on his situations/circumstances, so such information should be57
considered to realize personalized web search.58

Through the application of high-speed internet, high capacity networks, and highly developed interactive59
websites, like Facebook, Youtube and blogging, searching has grown to be much easier for the internet users to60
publish data over the Web. With this information flooding era, it has become very difficult for a user to recognize61
the right information over the Web.62

Personalized Web search is to perform retrieval for each user by taking his/her own situations/circumstances63
into account. As the competition in search market grows rapidly, some search engines have presented the64
personalized search service. For instance, Google’s Personalized Search permits users to specify the Web page65
categories of interest. Some Web search systems use relevance feedback to process user requirements or inquire66
users to register their demographic information earlier so as to present better service. Since these approaches67
requires users to engage in extra activities to specify their preferences manually further than search, approaches68
that are capable of implicitly recognizing users’ information needs should be developed. Since the need for69
Personalized Web search is increasing, many researches have to be done to provide the relevant information by70
considering the users situations. The next section describes the various Personalized Web search approaches71
proposed by many authors.72

2 II.73

3 LITERATURE SURVEY74

Nauman et al., [1] used personalized web search for enhancing common sense and folksonomy based intelligent75
search systems. A huge division of the contemporary web is characterized by user generated content classified76
using collaborative tagging or folksonomy. It makes very tricky to search for appropriate content because of77
ambiguity in lexical illustration of concepts and variances in preferences of users. With additional services relying78
on tags for content classification, it is significant that search approaches progress to better suit the scenario. A79
promising technique in avoiding these difficulties is to use machine common sense in combination with folksonomy.80
A past effort to use this technique has shown encouraging results in obtaining relevant content but it does not81
deal with the issue of noise in search results. In this paper, the authors make use of the personalized web82
search approach of conventional web search systems to concentrate on the issue of irrelevant search outcomes in83
common sense and folksonomy dependent search systems. In personalized web search, outcomes are reflective84
of user’s favorites, which are based on the search history and kind of interest shown by the user. This paper85
proposes alterations to personalized web search approach. Using this personalized approach, the authors extend86
the fundamental common sense and folksonomy dependent search systems to deal with the problem of noise in87
search results.88

Zhengyu Zhu et al., [2] proposed query expansion based on a personalized web search model. An innovative89
query expansion approach is proposed in this paper. It depends on a representation of personalized web search90
organization. The novel system, as a middleware connecting a user and a Web search engine, is fixed on the client91
machine. It can study the user’s favorite implicitly and then produce the user profile automatically. When the92
user enters query keywords, more personalized expansion words are produced by the proposed approach, and then93
these words in common with the query keywords are forwarded to a famous search engine such as Baidu or Google.94
These expansion words can facilitate search engine retrieval information for a user based on his/her implicit search95
objectives. The novel Web search representation can build an ordinary search engine personalized, specifically all96
the way through personalized query expansion the search engine can provide different search results to different97
users who enter the equivalent keywords. The experimental observations demonstrate the consequence and use98
of the proposed work for personalized information service of a search engine. P. Palleti et al., [3] developed99
personalized web search using probabilistic query expansion. The Web comprises of enormous amount of data100
and search engine recommends professional ways to assist navigate the Web to obtain the relevant information.101
Most common search engines, on the other hand, provide query results without taking user’s purpose behind the102
query. Personalized Web search system intends to offer relevant outputs to users by considering user interests103
into account. In this approach, the authors developed a personalized Web search system applied at proxy which104
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changes to user interests perfectly by generating user profile with the use of collaborative filtering. A user profile105
basically consists of probabilistic correlations among query terms and document terms which are utilized for106
providing personalized search results. Experimental outcomes prove that this proposed personalized Web search107
system is very effective and efficient.108

Personalized Web search is a successful way of offering precise results to different users when they present109
the Additionally, dynamics of user profile is frequently ignored. To deal with this problem, the authors have110
introduced a technique that acquires the user context to perfectly present preferences of users for successful111
personalized search in this paper. Initially, small-term query context is created from Web-snippets to take part a112
role of semantic background of user’s search behavior, recognizing associated concepts of the query. Then, user113
context snap is constructed depending on query context based on user’s interactive search behavior. Finally,114
development of user context is taken into account by introducing forgetting factor to combine the independent115
user context snap in a user session. The experimental outputs completely reveal that this technique can effectively116
construct user context based on individual user information need.117

Fang Liu et al., [5] recommended personalized Web search for improving retrieval effectiveness. Modern Web118
search engines are generated to serve all users, independent of the particular requirements of any individual user.119
Personalization of Web search is to perform retrieval for every user according to his/her interests. In this paper,120
the authors propose a novel approach to learn user profiles from users’ search histories. The user profiles are121
then utilized to enhance retrieval efficiency in Web search. A user profile and a common profile are studied from122
the search history of the user’s and a category hierarchy, respectively. These two profiles are integrated to map123
a user query into a group of categories which corresponds to the user’s search intention and provide a context124
to disambiguate the words in the user’s query. Web search is performed according to both the user query and125
the group of categories. A number of profile learning and category mapping approaches and a fusion algorithm126
are presented and evaluated. Experimental outcomes show that this approach to personalize Web search is very127
effective.128

Xuwei Pan et al., [6] proposed context-based adaptive personalized Web Search for improving information129
retrieval effectiveness. Recent Web search/meta search engines are constructed to serve all users, independent130
of the particular requirements of any individual user in dissimilar situations. Personalization of web search131
is to perform retrieval for each user integrating his/her interests. In this approach, the authors proposed a132
novel adaptive personalized technique based on context to adapting search outputs consistent with each user’s133
requirement in different situations for relevant information with slight user effort.134

Following to the process of the context-based adaptive personalized search investigation, three important135
technologies to execute this method are provided, which are semantic indexing for Web resources, modeling and136
obtaining user context and semantic resemblance matching among Web resources and user context.137

Experimental observations prove that the adaptive personalized search system is executed by most of users138
and the approach to personalize Web search is effective.139

Kyung-Joong Kim et al., [7] developed a personalized Web search engine using fuzzy concept network with link140
structure. Most of the famous search engines make use of link structure to discover precision result. Typically,141
a link-based search engine provides superior-quality outputs than a text-based search engine. On the other142
hand, they have complexity in providing the result that satisfies the specific user’s preference. Personalization is143
necessary to maintain a more suitable result. Among many approaches, the fuzzy concept network according to a144
user profile can characterize a user’s subjective interest appropriately. The paper proposes another search engine145
that utilizes the fuzzy concept network to personalize the outputs from a link-based search technique. Depending146
on a user profile, the fuzzy concept network rearranges five outputs of the link-based search engine, and the147
system presents a personalized superior quality result. Experimental observations with the three subjects show148
that the system proposed searches not only appropriate but also personalized Web pages on a user’s preference.149

Chen Ding et al., [8] suggested personalized Web search with self-organizing map. The commonly used Web150
search engines provide the similar answer set for different users, even though the users possibly will have different151
preferences. Personalized Web search performs the search for all users according to their preference. With152
the intention of minimizing the consumption of time on browsing irrelevant documents, this paper suggests an153
intelligent Personal Agent for Web Search (PAWS). The PAWS cleverly utilizes the self organizing map (SOM)154
as the user’s profile and therefore, is capable of providing high quality answer set to the user. C. Biancalana155
et al., [9] proposed a new way for personalized Web search using social tagging in query expansion. Social156
networks and collaborative tagging systems are quickly attaining more recognition as most important means157
for categorization and sharing data: users tag their bookmarks so as to make things easier for information158
distribution and later visit. Social Bookmarking approaches are helpful in two essential respects: first, they can159
permit an individual to remember the browsed URLs, and second, tags can be made by the group of people to160
direct users towards important content. This paper concentrates on the latter use. The authors present a novel161
method for personalized web search with the use of query expansion [2,3]. This paper additionally extends the162
group of recognized co-occurrence matrix approach models by using a new method of exploring social tagging163
services. The proposed approach illustrates its power especially in the case of disambiguation of word contexts.164
This paper shows steps to plan and execute such a system in practice and performed numerous experiments on165
a real web-dataset. This is the first study focused on the use of social bookmarking and tagging approaches for166
personalization of web search and its performance in a real-world application.167
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Personalized Web search with location preferences is recommended by K.W.-T. Leung et al., [10]. Since the168
amount of Web information develops at very fast pace, search engines must be capable of retrieving information169
based on the user’s preference. In this paper, the authors recommended a novel web search personalization170
technique that recognizes the user’s interests and preferences with the help of concepts by mining search outputs171
and their clickthroughs. Because of the significant role played by the location information in mobile search,172
the author planned to divide concepts into content concepts and location concepts, and categorize them into173
ontologies to generate an ontology-based, multi-facet (OMF) profile to exactly recognize the user’s content and174
location interests and hence enhance the search accuracy. Furthermore, identifying the information that different175
users and queries may have different importance on content and location information, this paper introduces the176
idea of content and location entropies to determine the amount of content and location information linked with177
a query, and click content and location entropies to calculate how much the user is concerned in the content178
and location information in the results. As a result, the authors proposed to define personalization efficiency179
based on the entropies and utilize it to equal the weights among the content and location facets. Finally, based180
on the resultant ontologies and personalization efficiency, the author trained an SVM to adapt a personalized181
ranking function for re-ranking of future search. Many experiments were carried out to evaluate the precision182
produced by this OMF profiles and that of baseline method. Experimental outcome shows that OMF enhances183
the precision considerably compared to the baseline.184

J. Lai et al., [11] compared personalized Web search results with user profile. The huge information available on185
the Internet makes it difficult for users to acquire necessary information from the Web searched results in a more186
personalized approach. For the same key word, most of the search engines provide the similar result to each user187
without considering user preference. For many users, it is no longer adequate to obtain noncustomized outputs.188
It is vital to evaluate users’ search and browsing activities [17] based on searching keywords inputted by users,189
the clicking rate of each link in the output and the time they used on each site. To this end, the authors have190
proposed a technique to obtain user searching profiles. This paper also proposed a method to obtain document191
profiles, according to similarity score of documents. In this paper, the authors discussed how to utilize this model192
to integrate the user searching profiles and the document profile, with the intention of presenting personalized193
search results to the users. B. Smyth [12] proposed a community-based approach to personalizing Web search.194
Researchers can influence the underlying knowledge produced within search communities by gathering users’195
search behaviors -the queries they enter and results they choose -at the community level. They can make196
use of this data to construct a relevance model that provides the promotion of community-relevant results197
throughout standard Web search. This paper focuses on the collaborative Web search technique that encourages198
the suggestion that community search behaviors can offer valuable form of search knowledge and sharing of this199
knowledge makes adapting conventional search-engine outputs possible.200

O. Shafiq et al., [13] put forth community aware personalized Web search. Searching for the accurate201
information over the Web is not easy. In the era of high speed internet, elevated capacity networks, and interactive202
Web applications, it has turned out to be even easier for the users to publish data online. A huge amount of data203
is published over the internet; every data is in the form of web pages, news, blogs and other material, etc. In the204
same way, for search engines like Google and Yahoo, it becomes slightly hard to discover the accurate information,205
i.e., as per user’s preferences; search results for same query would be different in priority for different users. In206
this paper, the authors proposed a technique to prioritize search results of search engines like Google, according207
to the individual interests and context of users. With the purpose of finding out personal interest and context,208
this paper follows a distinctive method of (a) finding out behaviors of a user of his/her social-network, (b) finding209
out what information does the social networks (i.e., friends and community) present to the user. Based on this210
information, the authors have formulated a methodology that considers the information about social networks211
and prioritize search outputs from Web search engine.212

Han-joon Kim et al., [14] suggested building a concept network-based user profile for personalized Web search.213
This paper presents an innovative approach of building the user profile of concept network for personalized search.214
The user profile is characterized as a concept network, where each concept is approximately denoted with the215
formal concept analysis (FCA) theory. Consider a concept, called ‘session interest concept’, include a user’s query216
intention throughout a query session and it can reproduce the user’s preference. Every time a user enters his/her217
query, a session interest concept is July into the existing concept network (i.e., a user profile) wherein recent user218
preferences are gathered. Based on FCA, a session interest concept is characterized as a pair of extent and intent219
where the extent integrates a set of documents preferred by the user among the search outputs and the intent220
comprises of a set of keyword features obtained from the chosen documents. And, with the intention of making221
a concept network develop, it is necessary to estimate the resemblance among a new concept and presented222
concepts, and to this end, the author makes use of a reference concept hierarchy called Open Directory Project.223
The user profile of concept network is ultimately utilized to develop a user’s initial query. The experimental224
result proves that this approach increases the accuracy of search results based on the personal preference.225

Yan Chen et al., [15] recommended a personalized context-dependent Web search agent using semantic trees.226
In Web searching applications, contexts and users’ preferences are two significant features for Internet searches227
in some way that outputs would be much more appropriate to users’ requests than with existing search engines.228
Researchers had planned a concept-based search agent which utilizes conceptual fuzzy set (CFS) for matching229
contextsdependent keywords and concepts. In the CFS model, a word accurate meaning may be determined by230
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other words in contexts. Owing to the fact that various combinations of words may become visible in queries and231
documents, it may be complicated to identify the relations between concepts in all possible combinations. To232
avoid this problem, the authors proposed a semantic tree (ST) model to identify the relations between concepts.233
Concepts are symbolized as nodes in the ST, and relations connecting these concepts are represented by the234
distances between nodes. Furthermore, this paper makes use of the users’ preferences for personalizing search235
results. Finally, the fuzzy logic will be utilized for finding which factor, semantic relations or users’ preferences236
will control results.237

Wen-Chih Peng et al., [16] proposed ranking Web search results from personalized perspective. In this238
paper, the authors develop the approach of data mining to mine common access patterns from user browsing239
activities. By considering common access patterns, developed an approach to automatically obtain user interests.240
Additionally, according to the user interests mined and feedbacks of users, a new approach is proposed with241
the plan of dynamically altering the ranking scores of Web pages. In particular, algorithm PPR standing for242
Personalized Page Rank, is segmented into four stages. The first stage allots the initial weights according to user243
interests. In the second stage, the virtual links and hubs are generated based on user interests. By examining244
user click streams; this proposed algorithm will incrementally reproduce user favors for the personalized ranking245
in the third stage. To enhance the accuracy of ranking, collaborative filtering is considered when the new query246
is entered. By carrying out simulation experiments, it is shown that algorithm PPR is not only very efficient247
but also very adaptive in offering personalized ranking to users. M. Kutub et al., [17] examined the user Web248
search behaviour. Since the beginning of the web searching technology, people have been searching for almost249
everything and anything on the internet. The ever-increasing habits of users on these search engines and the250
dynamic nature of the World Wide Web has diminished the accurateness of the search results and raised the251
search time of an individual. In recent days, more than ever before, there is a necessity for search engines to be252
appropriate and accurate to the user’s requirements and to be capable of making decisions about what the user253
desires to search, and should be competent to suggest him similar or related topics of his interest. This mounting254
necessity of the search engine to develop into a decision engine brought to fore different creative technological255
approaches like Tag clouds and AutoComplete. For enhanced and more appropriate search experience, it is256
essential that the study of existing search behavior of users and its equivalent response by the search engine.257
This approach considers the nature of searches made and how they change from time to time. In this paper, the258
authors examined and take data from different angles and then present suggestions and conclusions for improved,259
more personalized and relevant search. B. Arzanian et al., [18] proposed a multi-agent based personalized meta-260
search engine using automatic fuzzy concept networks. Since the dynamic content of the web develops rapidly,261
the common purpose web search engines are becoming poor. Even though the meta-search engines can assist by262
raising the search coverage of the web, the vast number of unrelated results returned by a meta-search engine is263
still causing problems for the users. The personalization of meta-search engines avoids this problem by filtering264
results according to individual user’s interests. In this paper, a multi-agent structural design is developed for265
personalizing meta-search engine by means of the fuzzy concept networks. The most important objective of266
this paper is to use automatic fuzzy concept networks to personalize outputs of a meta-search engine presented267
with a multi-agent architecture for searching and fast created. Then, these innovative concepts are combined268
retrieving. Experimental outputs indicate that the personalized meta-search results of the system are more269
appropriate than the combined results of the search engines. Dik Lun Lee et al., [19] put forth personalized270
concept-based clustering of search engine queries. The remarkable development of information on the Web has271
forced new challenges for the construction of effective search engines. The most important problem of Web search272
is that search queries are typically short and ambiguous, and thus are inadequate for identifying the precise user273
needs. To alleviate this difficulty, a few search engines recommend terms that are semantically connected to274
the specified queries so that users can select from the suggestions the ones that return their information needs.275
In this paper, the author introduced an efficient technique that recognizes the user’s conceptual preferences276
with the intention of providing personalized query suggestions. This objective can be realized with two new277
strategies. At first, develop online approaches that extract concepts from the Websnippets of the search outputs278
returned from a query and utilize the concepts to recognize related queries for that query. Then, propose a279
novel two-phase personalized agglomerative clustering approach that is capable of creating personalized query280
clusters. No earlier work has focused personalization for query suggestions, according to author’s knowledge. To281
estimate the efficiency of this technique, a Google middleware was formulated for collecting clickthrough data282
to perform experimental evaluation. Experimental results show that this technique has enhanced precision than283
the existing query clustering approaches. F. Akhlaghian et al., [20] proposed a personalized search engine using284
ontology-based fuzzy concept networks. At the moment, personalization of search engines as the only web search285
tool plays significant role in raising the speed of access to web information. Since the users may have various286
backgrounds and anticipations for a specified query, personalization of search engines outputs based on user’s287
profile can assist to better match the overall interests of an individual user. In this paper the authors personalize288
the search engine outputs with the help of automatic fuzzy concept networks. The main objective is to make289
use of the concepts of ontology to improve the common fuzzy concept networks built according to user’s profile.290
Experimental output shows enhancement in personalized search engine outputs using enriched fuzzy concept291
networks contrast to common fuzzy concept networks.292
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7 CONCLUSION

4 III.293

5 PROBLEMS AND DIRECTIONS294

Many Personalized Web search approaches have been discussed in the literature survey. The following directions295
will help the researchers and guide them to develop the best Personalized Web search approach.296

6 a) Information about the Users Community in Social Net-297

works298

A framework to rank Web search outcomes according to the information provided by the user in his/her299
community from the social networks. This approach can assist in providing more relevant information for a300
particular user by reorganizing the search results from Web search engines. Hence it enables users to acquire the301
right information in accordance with their interest uncomplicatedly.302

IV.303

7 CONCLUSION304

The remarkable development of information on the Web has forced new challenges for the construction of effective305
search engines. The only input to the search engine is the keyword and it searches the whole WWW to306
provide the relevant information to the users. However, most of users are likely to use only a few keywords307
to convey their information requirements, and thus the search queries usually do not correspond to what the308
users want specifically. In addition, with the huge development of the information presented on the Web, it is309
very complicated for Web search engines to satisfy the user information requirement only with a short ambiguous310
query. To overcome such a basic difficulty of information retrieval, personalized search, which is to provide the311
customized search results to each user, is a very promising solution. Fundamentally, in studying how a search312
can be personalized, the most significant thing is to accurately identify users’ information. This survey will guide313
the researchers to develop a promising technique for Personalized Web search technique. 1 2 3

2011
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